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The most popular markets among 
investors typically fall into one of 
two categories – developed or 
emerging. There’s no universal 
definition for either category,  
but MSCI, a research firm which 
provides many of the indices  
used by investment funds as 
benchmarks, classifies countries 
according to three main criteria: 
economic development, liquidity 
and market accessibility. 

To put this into context, developed markets are 
economically advanced and have active and easily 
accessible capital markets. On the other hand, 
emerging markets (EMs) tend to experience fast 
growth, but their capital markets are less mature 
and may be harder to access. 

MSCI classifies the US and Canada, most Western 
European and Scandinavian countries alongside 
Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Hong Kong and 
Singapore as developed markets. There are too 
many EMs to list individually, although the BRICS – 
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa – rank 
among the fastest growing. It might come as a 
surprise to see China and India listed as emerging 
considering the size of their economies, but they 
started from a lower base than developed markets. 

A new dawn 
Traditionally, EMs have been associated with 
commodities such as oil and precious metals,  
but these days they are home to global leaders  
in several industries. Companies like Tencent  
and Alibaba are not household names yet, but 
they are the Chinese equivalent of the West’s big 
tech players, and they serve a growing consumer 
sector in China’s middle class.  
In fact, demographics are working in favour of EMs 
as a whole. According to the Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 
most of the global growth in the middle class over 
the next 12 years will come in EMs. An expanding 
middle class leads to greater consumption and 
domestic demand; two of the key driving forces 
behind economic development. 

It is also worth noting that many EMs are 
undertaking structural reforms which 
should help to stabilise their economies. 
For instance, in 2016 India removed from 
circulation its two highest denominated 
currency notes to reduce tax evasion. 

Should you invest in EMs? 
When deciding whether to invest in developed  
or emerging markets, investors must weigh up  
risk against reward. The risk of investing in EMs 
tends to be higher, due to geopolitical instability 
and less transparent capital markets, but so are 
the potential returns that could be earned in 
rapidly-expanding countries. 

In general, EMs are suitable for long-term 
investors who can cope with occasional market 
turbulence. This principle is reflected in our 
investment propositions; the auto-rebalancing 
Graphene model portfolios and our actively-
managed Omnis Managed Portfolio Service.  
In both cases, EM assets account for roughly 15% 
of the adventurous portfolios and 10% of the 
balanced portfolios, while the cautious portfolios 
hold little or none.

For guidance on which type of portfolio 
matches your needs, please get in touch.

Remember, the value of your investment can 
fall as well as rise, no matter where you invest. 
You may not get back the amount you originally 
invested. The returns on overseas investments 
may also be affected by currency fluctuations.
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Risk vs reward
Despite the recent mortgage 
interest rate rise, savers will still 
struggle to enjoy any kind of 
growth on money they have  
on deposit, leading some to 
consider a riskier investment.

If you're considering investing in 
the stock market, an important 
– and very personal issue – is how 
you feel about the prospect of 
putting money at risk and your 
ability to accommodate any loss  
in value.

Investment
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Higher vs Lower Risk Investments

Higher RiskLower Risk

What's your appetite for risk?
It's a fact that risk and the potential for reward go 
hand in hand: Investments that are low in risk are 
low in potential reward, whereas the more risk 
you're willing to take with your money the greater 
the potential for reward.

Devising an appropriate 
investment strategy
Once you’re clear – and comfortable – with  
the level of risk you need to take to reach your 
goals, you'll need an investment strategy that’s 
finely calibrated to deliver the results you’re 
looking for. 

An important part of this is to avoid the ‘eggs-in-
basket’ principle and make sure your portfolio is 
invested across a range of assets in order that the 
positive performance of some neutralises the 
negative performance of others.

You’ll also want to know that your money is in the 
hands of some of the best and most consistent 
investment managers in the business and you’ll 
need to give your investments time – the longer 
you can leave your investments in place, the more 
likely you are to cope with any short-term changes 
in market value. 

Talk to us
As members of Openwork, the UK’s largest 
financial adviser network, we follow a clear and 
thorough process designed to clarify exactly what 
you need from your investments. We also have 
access to a meticulously researched and managed 
range of investments specifically designed to 
meet different needs. Taken together, you will 
know not only that your money is in good hands, 
but also that given time, there is an increased 
level of probability that it will perform in line with 
your expectations.

Need advice?
Good investment advice involves building  
a clear picture of the results you're looking  
for, taking into account your current financial 
position, your future goals and your personal 
attitude to investment risk. 

Talk to us for expert advice.

The value of investments and any income  
from them can fall as well as rise. You may  
not get back the amount originally invested.

Factors in determining risk
As investment advisers, we will consider a  
range of factors when assessing your attitude  
to investment risk: 

Age
How old you are may affect how you would like to 
invest, particularly the closer you get to retirement.

The need for emergency cash
You should always keep a certain amount readily 
accessible (for example, in a deposit account)  
in the event of an emergency or as a foundation 
for your longer-term savings and investment.

Can you afford to take a risk? 
If your investments dropped in the short term,  
do you have the time to wait for them to recover?

Can you afford not to take a risk?
Leaving all your money on deposit may carry 
minimal risk, but you may miss out on higher 
potential returns and possibly see the spending 
power of that money fall due to inflation.



Pensions

Generating income in a low 
interest rate environment
While the changes offer many opportunities, 
generating investment income remains difficult – 
particularly in view of low interest rates. 

As the chart shows, the Bank of England’s target 
interest rate had been stuck at 0.5% for more than 
eight years. It was cut to 0.25% in August 2016, 
then increased to 0.5% in November 2017, then 
0.75% in August 2018. Meanwhile, the income that 
can be earned through holding UK government 
bonds – a traditional staple instrument of 
low-risk, income-focused investment portfolios – 
has shrunk from over 5% before the 2008 financial 
crisis, to 1.3% in August 2018.

Equity markets risk  
income stability
The chart also shows that the dividend income 
available on UK equities has risen somewhat, 
making them an attractive proposition for  
many investors.

However, income-seekers should be wary of 
rushing headlong into equities in search of the 
returns that have been eroded in other asset 
classes. Investing in equities comes with a degree 
of risk, particularly for those relying on their 
investment portfolio for their means of living. 

Should equity markets suffer a setback, retirees 
may find their pension fund reduced in size and 
incapable of generating the necessary income.

Taking a diversified approach
A robust income strategy should not be overly 
reliant on a single asset class. But making a 
decision on which asset class to hold is tricky –  
the top performer changes regularly and the 
returns can be volatile. 

Investors who are over-committed to one asset 
class run the risk of disproportionate losses 
should that asset class underperform.

An alternative approach is to take a much wider 
view and consider other potential sources of 
income from a broader range of asset classes and 
capital structures, across many different countries 
and regions. 

Taking a more diversified approach means that a 
drop in the value of one asset may then be offset 
by increases in other asset classes, leading to 
smoother overall performance – and a potentially 
more stable source of retirement income.

UK interest rates, gilt yields and dividend yields (%)

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P
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You should not use past performance as a reliable indicator of future performance. It should not be the 
main or sole reason for making an investment decision. The value of investments and any income from 
them can fall as well as rise. You may not get back the amount you originally invested.

To find out more  
about the investment 
and income solutions 
we can offer, please  
get in touch.
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The search for a reliable 
retirement income
It’s been over three years since the April 2015 pensions changes  
which scrapped compulsory annuities and gave pensioners greater 
choice over how to take their retirement income. 

This historic change to UK pension legislation opened up a range of investment opportunities for 
pensioners. With increased control of their pension, investors can seek to position their portfolios  
to deliver the income required, while retaining – and perhaps even growing – their invested capital. 
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